Project-Based Learning UNIT PLAN

*This is a general PBL planning sheet. Adapt the boxes to fit your specific project!

Name: Andrea Skelton
Grade Level: First Grade
Subject: Science 1.5 Animal life processes: Animal Needs and Characteristics

PROJECT OVERVIEW:

Students will look at pictures of animals up for adoption on the SPCA website. Students will choose an
animal and create a poster to help the animal be adopted. The poster will include a visual of the animal using
art materials. Students will include a message to the "soon to be owner" about the needs and characteristics
of the animal.
CONTENT:

Science SOL 1.5
The student will investigate and understand that animals have basic needs and certain
distinguishing characteristics. Key concepts include
a) basic needs include adequate air, food, water, shelter, and space (habitat);
b) animals have many different physical characteristics

DRIVING QUESTION:

How can you, as a SPCA ad director, create a poster to help an animal be adopted?

POG SKILLS:

STUDENT GROUPING:

Which will be focused on?

How will they be grouped?

Collaboration and creativity

Students will choose their partners.
The partner group will choose an animal up for adoption from the provided pictures printed from the
website.

What strategies will you use to explicitly model and assess
them? (ex. Gallery Walk, Critical Friends, collaborative
groups, etc.)
Art sketch- Critical friends- Model by watching "Austin's
butterfly".
End- Gallery walk when posters are hung in the school
before they are displayed in stores around the community.

What roles will students have in groups?
Partners will collaborate and take part in the art and writing aspects.
Individual roles- *Materials manager *Cheerleader/motivator

How will you have collaboration if it is not a group project?

n/a

ENTRY EVENT:
What will excite students and introduce the project?

Students will look at a montage of animal
pictures on the smart board. The last picture
will be a picture of a boxer who is all alone.
Show pictures of the boxer with its new owner!
(A teacher at my school just adopted a dog)
This will lead to our "need to knows".
Does the dog look happy with the owner?
What does the owner do for the dog? etc

SUPPLIES AND RESOURCES:

What special supplies will be needed?
Students will choose how to display their animal: may use craft supplies, paint, markers etc.
An organizer will be used to write the needs and characteristics of their animal.

What technology will be needed?

A photograph of the adopted animal will be
printed and included with the poster.
What storage needs do you have?

A place to store posters until final project is
finished.

CALENDAR/TIMELINE:
How many sessions will the project take to complete?

Allow 10 class periods of 1 hour 15 minutes.
Although, the animal unit is longer, I will continue to talk about wild animals, habitats and animal adaptations
*Extension- Headings/ for our posters in the hallway or local business. Information to adopt or donate/SPCA contact info.
What do you have to do before to make this fit into your class time?

*Computer lab availability.
*Contact Ms. Candy from the SPCA to visit our classroom with an animal.
*Librarian- Read animal books, allow students to check out animal books. I will pull animal books for the
classroom as well.

PUBLIC PRESENTATION/AUDIENCE:
How will students share?

Students will share their posters to the class and invite teachers to look at their posters in the hallway.
After a couple days, I will hang posters at local businesses.
Who will students present to (real-world connection)?

People who may want to adopt a pet! We will reach all of the teachers and staff at our school and reach
out to people in the community who may want to adopt.
What do you have to schedule in advance?

Visit from the SPCA
Check out computer lab
What will other students do during presentations?

After partner present their posters, their peers will give compliments or ask questions about the animal.
I like how ______________. Does your animal ______________?

